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Information Electronics-We Make it Easy for You
New electronic marvels are coming along faster and faster every day, and
they're getting more and more complicated! At Radio Shack, we're very

good at taking the mystery out of new
technology-we've been at it for 72 years. In
this Catalog, we've included comparison charts
for electronic organizers (opposite page) and
scientific calculators (page 183). In our stores,
there are open displays of these products, so you
can try them out. Plus, you'll find a "Feature

Card" that explains each product in plain, easy -to -understand words.
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Organizers (pages 177-179, 184). Electronic directories/
schedulers manage your data and time automatically. Just enter

a name; it's stored alphabetically. Enter an
appointment; shortly before the appoint-
ment time, an alarm sounds a reminder.
You can look up a name and phone num-
ber at computer speeds with the organ-
izer's easy -to -use Search function, even
with up to 2,000 names stored. Some even

have sophisticated expense managers to track your business expenses. All of our organizers are
easy to use-some feature icon menu selection, so you can enjoy the same effortless method of
operation that you have on your home PC. Some even let you transfer files to another organizer
or your PC via infrared links or optional cables.

Scientific Calculators (pages 182-183). All calculators are
not created equal. What puts scientifics in a class by themselves
is their ability to handle very large and very small numbers. For
instance, if an astronomer wanted to convert the distance from
Earth to Alpha Centauri from 4.4 light years to miles, he would
need a calculator with a display that could show the number
25,863,200,000,000! That's too many zeroes for a calculator
with only 10 digits in the display. Scien-
tific talcs solve the problem with Scien-
tific Notation; big numbers are split into
two path-the mantissa and exponent
(see Buzzwords). The number of digits in
the mantissa is one of the best ways to
rate the degree of precision in a scientific-the
higher the number, the more accurate the calculator.

Scientific calculators are "number crunchers" with an

trig and statistics functions. The more powerful have
features that scientists, engineers, mathematicians
and science/math students need in their work-
complex numbers, physical constants, programming
capability and graphing of complex mathematical equations.

Electronic Reference Books
(pages 180-181, 184). We sell a large selec-
tion of electronic translators, dictionary/
thesauruses and spell checkers, plus a base-
ball encyclopedia, Scrabble® dictionary and more. The new Franklin
electronic King James Bible lets you adjust type size to your
personal preference.

Check out our exciting new talking"books". Pronunciation guides in
dictionaries can be helpful, but you always wonder
if you're saying it "right". Talking books end that worry -
you'll know what the correct pronunciation sounds like.

Our Digital Book is a virtual shirt -pocket library! The
"books" are matchbook -size cartridges that pop into
the back of a compact case. By changing cartridges
you can have the Bible, Columbia Encylopedia,
organizer/scheduler, translator, Physician's Desk
Reference, Webster's Dictionary, or many other ti -

Holy Bible ties available.

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our
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Word Games
Ungar intransitive verb
to arrive
Ealcanzarl to reach
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Got Questions
About Organizers,
Calculators or
Spell Checkers?
You'll find the answers at Radio Shack.
We have the best selection of informa-
tion electronics in the country. If you're
looking for a special electronic calculator,
organizer, Bible, spell checker, translator
or dictionary/thesaurus, you're almost
certain to find it at Radio Shack. You'll
also find friendly, knowledgeable sales
people who'll be happy to answer your
questions and assist you in making the
right choice.

Organizers

Anniversary Reminder-Audible alarm alerts you
to birthdays, anniversaries or weekly sales meet-
ings. Set the dates and time once, and you'll be
reminded every time the special event comes up.

Business Contact File-Format for organizer re-
cords that lists name, address and phone num-
bers. Often there is room for a company name
and memos. Also called Business Card File.

Expanded Entry-Each record can contain up to
75 or more characters and digits. Some even take
several hundred characters/digits. Usually applies
to more powerful organizers.

Scientific Calculators

Formula Entry/Replay-The last equation en-
tered is stored in a special memory. You can recall
the equation, change any part and re -execute it.
This feature is also called Last Equation Replay.

Mantissa/Exponent-Scientific notation used to
display very large and very small numbers. Long
numbers are split into two parts. The mantissa
portion holds significant digits, the exponent por-
tion tells you how many places to move the deci-
mal. For example, 25,863,200,000,000 would
be shortened to 2.58632 x 10" in scientific nota-
tion. 2.58632 is the mantissa, 13 the exponent.

Electronic Reference Books

Phonetic Spelling Correction-You type a word
the way it sounds into the electronic spell checker
or dictionary. Your spelling is either confirmed as
correct or the correct spelling is displayed.

Scrolling. Many of our personal electronics prod-
ucts provide more information than can be dis-
played on a single screen. Screens with horizontal
scrolling show characters moving across the dis-
play with new characters appearing on the right
side as others disappear off the left, ticker -tape
fashion. There is also vertical scrolling with new
lines appearing at the bottom of the display as
lines move off the top.

ordering service (items subject to availability).


